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Abstract

To improve risk informed decision making, a systematic approach is developed. The
goal is to analyze and to evaluate safety investments aimed at mitigating and prevent-
ing major accidents involving e.g. hazardous materials that might trigger significant
financial losses and fatalities. A formulation, explicitly using a disproportion factor,
is proposed as a simulation exercise approach to this end. The disproportion factor
can be used by any private and public investor to bias decision-makers towards safety.
This is especially interesting for deciding about the prevention of High Impact Low
Probability (HILP) accidents.

Furthermore experimental simulations have been performed on realistic data to test
the proposed decision model and to provide general recommendations. Several types of
accidents were considered and the impacts of technical and financial parameters on the
disproportion factor, possibly making a safety investment profitable from an economic
perspective, are also investigated and discussed in this paper.

Keywords: Disproportion factor, Safety investment, Risk analysis, Decision model,
Risk management.

1. Introduction

The concept of operational safety represents a top priority for many industries, and
especially for those in the chemical sector, where due to the storage and processing of
dangerous materials, major accidents may trigger significant losses, including damages
to goods, harm to employees and even detriment to the surrounding communities [13].

For this reason, substantial resources are invested every year by public and private
organizations to better understand the dangers associated with products/processes and
to establish effective safety measures to protect people and the environment of chemical
industrial areas. Depending on local circumstances, these measures are taken within a
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comprehensive regulatory framework, designed at a national and/or international level.
The approaches used to decide on which measures to take, are continuously reviewed
to increase their effectiveness and at the same time to decrease cost, if possible.

From a single company point of view, safety investments, just like any other type of
investment, might be economically profitable or not, depending on some key factors,
as well as on how their financial effects are measured.

Several studies in the literature show that safety investments are not always finan-
cially beneficial if compared to the expected consequences of an accident [20]. In
general, “soft” interventions having lower costs (e.g. training, simple equipment, small
changes to work organization) tend to be more profitable than other expensive and more
complex measures such as those involving equipment, infrastructure and so on [27].

Since public or private organizations need to justify the budget devoted to invest-
ments in safety, executive decision-makers usually assess, in a preliminary stage, the
impact of safety measures addressing the following strategic and tactical questions:
(a) how much should be spent on safety; (b) how much is the lack of safety costing to
the business; and (c) what are the most cost-effective solutions[7].

In the UK, safety is prescribed for any public or private organization, so far as is
“reasonably practicable”. Assuming that safety measures are implementable from a
technical point of view, the risk that is potentially faced without safety investment (the
“do-nothing scenario”) needs to be placed in one scale and the sacrifice, whether in
money, time or trouble, involved in the measures necessary to avert the risk needs to be
placed in the other. Whether there exists a significant disproportion between risk and
sacrifice, a preliminary computation needs to be carried out in order to determine the
boundaries, until the point at which the sacrifice can be considered to be reasonably
practicable [2, 21].

In other words, a quantitative risk assessment is required to determine how much
potential loss could be saved by investments in safety measures. Small and medium
enterprises might face particular difficulties since they have limited access to capital.
As a result, this inevitably often restricts safety-related investments to only those es-
sential for company survival, meaning that long-term investments are a low priority,
even if profitable [6]. Moreover, due to a potential lack of risk expertise, small sized
companies can make erroneous safety decisions relying on the believe that their risks
as well as the potential costs of accidents are also small, although incident rates for
such firms in general are higher [9].

No matter the size of the business, safety related decisions always present eco-
nomic implications. However, the way in which safety interventions are economically
evaluated represents a critical issue, as many factors are difficult to measure. More-
over, organizations often have difficulties to accurately measure the effectiveness and
the cost of related safety activities, since safety is usually an investment that provides
hypothetical profit, namely the benefit due to the avoidance of accidents in some dis-
tant future. In general, assessments concerning safety investments are done ex ante
mainly using a quantitative approach and including an evaluation of several aspects
such as the legal framework, policies, impact and likelihood of potential accidents,
safety budget etc. Schneider [23] highlighted that safety-related investments are rarely
evaluated in economic terms. For instance, Smallman and John [25] published a survey
in which it emerges that only a minority of British companies adopt a quantitative and
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well-structured approach to assess safety investments.
In the last years some studies addressed the problem of finding how much an orga-

nization should invest in safety. According to Gordon and Loeb [12] an asset of greater
value should not necessarily benefit from a greater investment to protect it. Moreover,
there is a point at which the marginal benefits from safety investments are negative.
Other studies [33] demonstrated that there does not exist a fixed percentage for opti-
mal safety investments, since this value might depend on a series of factors such as the
assumptions which are used, the business sector, the methodology used to estimate it,
etc. In many cases of major accidents solely costs seem to outweigh the hypothetical
benefits and therefore to take reputation benefits, legislation repercussion benefits and
other factors which are very difficult to measure, a disproportion factor (DF) needs to
be used as a bias in favor of safety.

Although the importance of the DF to evaluate safety investments has been already
recognized in several reports, official documents and publications [3, 10, 14, 30], a
structured methodology to determine a value for the DF to be applied to specific situ-
ations is still missing and only few publications have covered this issue. In addition,
no universal accounting model has prevailed as a standard method to be adopted and
applied to analyze safety investment options.

The study proposed in this paper attempts to fill the existing gap in the scientific
literature by proposing a high level decision model that takes into account both the
main financial and economics elements related to the investment decision and some
technical parameters arising from a risk assessment analysis.

Focusing on high consequence accidents characterized by a low probability of
occurrence, a cost/benefit methodology based on the well-known Net Present Value
(NPV) calculation is developed by explicitly considering the DF. The latter is used to
emphasize the importance of safety over costs to prevent or mitigate accidents. The
value of the DF, for which the net present value associated to the safety investment
is equal to zero, is used within a more robust economic safety assessment approach
to support decision-makers ranking and classifying safety investments. As a result,
the methodology could provide recommendations to decision-makers improving their
capability to compare alternative safety investments for major accidents. The goal of
the model is thus to provide a high level framework supporting the comparison of al-
ternative investment options rather than defining ideal level of DF which may vary
depending on different factors (e.g. industry, materials, dimension of the firm).

Based on this formulation, a simulation is carried out to obtain comparable and re-
liable evaluations while assessing safety investments, as well as exploring the relation-
ships between the main financial, technical and economic variables. Using the results
of this sensitivity analysis, private investors and/or policy makers can be informed by a
numerical tool in their efforts towards making employees, citizens, infrastructure and
systems more safe from major accidents.

To simplify the reading, some abbreviations and acronyms are used in the remain-
der of the paper, as summarized in Table 1.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief overview of the liter-
ature on how cost/benefit methodologies can be applied to evaluate safety investments.
Section 3 describes an innovative approach which combines the NPV calculation with
the DF to assess safety investments. Section 4 illustrates a high level decision-making
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Acronym Description Acronym Description
ALARP As Low As Reasonably Practicable IRR Internal Rate of Return
ALE Annual Loss Expectancy MJS Maximum Justifiable Spend
ARO Annual Rate of Occurrence NPV Net Present Value
CBA Cost Benefit Analysis PF Proportion Factor
CCPS Center for Chemical Process Safety QRA Quantitative Risk Assessment
DF Disproportion Factor ROSI Return on Security/Safety Investment
ENISA European Network and Information Se-

curity Agency
SLE Single Loss Expectancy

EV Expectation Value TRA Threat and Risk Assessment
FR Failure Rate VSL Value of a Statistical Life
HILP High Impact Low Probability

Table 1: List of acronyms used in the paper

process that can be used by decision-makers to compare and assess safety investments.
In Section 5 the results of a simulation are explored in which several accident scenarios
are tested and the relationships between the DF and the main technical and financial
parameters associated to a set of safety measures leading to a NPV of zero, are inves-
tigated. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper providing some recommendations and
suggestions for future work.

2. Literature review

As mentioned before, safety investments are rarely perceived to be profitable from
the point of view of a single firm [22, 29]. Since decisions related to safety are taken at
a company level, decision-makers within companies should be provided with the best
information related to the cost-effectiveness of each safety investment [31]. Safety
investments can be treated as regular investments subject to quantitative methodolo-
gies to determine their economic desirability. However, it should be noticed that the
scientific literature on business case studies for safety interventions is limited. The eco-
nomic profitability of a safety-related intervention can be assessed borrowing some of
the methodologies that are widely used to assess the financial impact of other general
types of investments.

Andreoni [1] proposed a theoretical cost/benefit model in which the total cost asso-
ciated to a specific level of safety within a company is compared with the consequences
of accidents. This safety cost increases as the desired overall safety level is higher and
thus the consequences of the accident are reduced. Conversely, lower safety invest-
ments lead to higher real costs due to the consequences of accidents. Both safety and
accidents cost factors are compared on the same monetary basis to determine a curve
for total costs which aggregate both prevention costs and consequences of accidents.
According to this model a safety investment is worth undertaking when it leads to a
lower total cost. The economically optimal level associated to safety measures is the
one where the aggregate total cost is minimum.

Despite this model represents one of the first attempts to determine the optimal
level of safety investments by following a quantitative approach, it relies on oversim-
plified assumptions. Miller et al. [18] and Mossink [19] criticized such model since,
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even if a safety level can be defined, it cannot be seen as a function of preventive safety
investments alone. Moreover, since different safety measures present different levels
of efficiency, a unequivocal relationship between a “level of safety” and safety invest-
ments is not realistic.

Risks involve too much variability and complexity to allow organizations to be
ranged on a one-dimensional safety scale. Moreover, it is not easy to show a causal and
quantifiable relationship between safety investments and improvements in the overall
safety levels [17, 24].

Furthermore, such approach cannot be used for major accidents since it is impos-
sible to assess the real cost of the resulting disasters since such major accidents are
extremely rare. In addition, a satisfactory record of accident cases is not available and
cannot be built up.

In order to assess the desired level of safety investments, an evaluation of how
much potential loss is expected to be saved by an investment needs to be performed.
However, estimating the amount of money possibly saved from losses is a hard task
which, in the real world, requires more than straightforward application of simple for-
mulas. Nevertheless, reasonable approximations are needed to serve the user’s interest
to compare alternative safety investments or to justify a decision.

Some key factors identified for an accurate quantitative risk assessment (QRA)
aimed at evaluating the economic impact of a safety investment imply an evaluation
of the following items: (a) Benefits and costs associated with the safety investment
should be identified and quantified; (b) Inflation and reference period must be taken into
account. In fact, consequences may occur over a long period after the safety investment
decisions.

The classical financial approaches (e.g. calculating the return on investment) are
not particularly appropriate to deal with safety-related investments, since such type
of investments do not produce direct benefits, but rather they help avoiding potential
losses due to accidents. Therefore, the monetary value of the investment is compared
with the monetary value of the risk reduction.

Some of the existing economic approaches make use of indicators such as: (a) Pay-
back Period (which measures the period of time required to reach the break-even point
to fully recover the investment); (b) Net Present Value (the sum of the present values
of benefit and cost cash flows over a time horizon); (c) Internal Rate of Return (which
measures the rate of return making the net present value of all positive and negative
cash flows from a particular investment equal to zero); (d) Profitability Index (ratio
used to rank projects by quantifying the amount of value created per unit of invest-
ment); (e) Benefit/Cost Ratio (ratio between all benefits of a project and its costs. All
benefits and costs are given in monetary terms and are expressed in discounted present
values).

Additional methods are based on other measures such as the Annual Loss Ex-
pectancy (ALE), the Single Loss Expectancy (SLE), Return on Security/Safety Invest-
ment (ROSI), the Annual Rate of Occurrence (ARO) the Threat and Risk Assessment
(TRA). For a more detailed study the reader is referred to Dorman [6], Flores et al. [8]
and ENISA [7].

The approaches based on the Net Present Value (NPV) have proven to be the most
common method to evaluate investments, due to its robustness, its level of detail and
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its potential to represent realistic scenarios. For this reason, in the remainder of the
paper we have chosen to use this approach and to adapt it to the assessment of safety
investments related to major accident prevention.

In this paper, we indeed refer to high consequences, low probability accidents for
which relatively costly investments in safety might be required. As mentioned in [7]
the key factors that should be addressed for this kind of safety-related decisions refer
to: (a) the type of safety measures; (b) the type of accidents targeted; (c) the size of
investment and; (d) the assessment methodology to be used.

When talking about high consequences, low probability accident scenarios, the
term ALARP (As Low As Reasonably Practicable) is often used to identify a reason-
able level of investments in safety [15]. More specifically, ALARP questions whether
safety investments are situated within reasonable boundaries obtained by weighing the
risk against the sacrifice needed to further reduce it.

In some cases, if the costs are clearly very high and the reduction in risk is only
marginal, then it is likely that the situation is already ALARP and further improvements
are not required. In other circumstances the improvements may be relatively simple or
cheap to implement and the risk reduction significant: in such case the existing situation
is unlikely to be ALARP and an improvement is required. But there are some instances
where the situation is less clear-cut. In such cases, a more detailed comparison has to
be undertaken. In these instances, a more formal Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) may
provide additional insight.

In general, safety decisions should be weighted in favor of health and safety in case
of HILP (High Impact Low Probability) risks. Nevertheless, the process is not one
of balancing the costs and benefits of measures but, rather, of adopting measures ex-
cept where they are ruled out because they involve grossly disproportionate sacrifices.
Since several factors come into play, there is no simple formula for computing what is
“ALARP”. However, safety-related decisions still need to be justified based on some
form of CBA.

Moreover, when comparing the sacrifice (cost) and the risk reduction (benefits),
the usual rule applied by a CBA model is that the measure should be adopted only if
benefits outweigh costs. However, in ALARP decisions, the rule is that the measure
must be adopted unless the sacrifice is grossly disproportionate to the risk. In this way,
the costs can outweigh benefits and the measure could still be reasonably practicable
to introduce. How much costs can outweigh benefits before being judged grossly dis-
proportionate depends on factors which are summarized by the DF

In Thomas and Jones [28] the concept of DF is replaced by the “proportionality
factor” and used to determine the Maximum Justifiable Spend (MJS) defined as follows:

MJS = cost of failure × probability of failure × proportionality factor (1)

MJS is the amount of money it is worth spending, based on the magnitude of the
risk, in order to reduce the risk to acceptable levels. It gives a criterion for identifying
what additional risk reduction measures are worth considering. The author suggests
that the measures that cost more than the MJS are to be discarded immediately. Those
that are lower than the MJS should be implemented in order to reduce the risk and
to achieve ALARP. There also exists a grey area where additional assessment efforts
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are required. The formula represents an alternative to the NPV within a CBA. In fact,
it can be used to rank and classify alternative safety measures although it relies on
preliminary computations and risk assessments to determine a reasonable level of the
proportionality factor.

In the next sections more details are presented about how the NPV is to be uti-
lized to evaluate safety investments. In addition the concept of disproportion factor is
explained and used to influence decisions.

3. Investment assessment using a quantitative method

In this section an innovative quantitative and structured methodology to assess and
analyze safety investments is presented. The goal is to provide an economics-based
method which can act as a financial “eye-opener” for decision-makers, raising aware-
ness of the costs of not investing in safety and addressing the need of ALARP safety
measures. In summary, the approach we developed should serve as a measure for more
risk-informed decision making. After having briefly introduced the concepts of the
NPV and the DF a method integrating both measures, is presented.

3.1. Overview of the net present value calculation

In order to decide whether to accept or to reject an investment, the majority of orga-
nizations generally follows a structured cost-benefit analysis aimed at: (1) identifying
potential costs and benefits; (2) calculating the present values of all costs and benefits;
(3) comparing the total present value of costs and total present value of benefits.

In order to compare the total costs and the total benefits, made by costs and benefits
occurring at different points in time, one needs to take a discount rate into account in
the calculation to obtain their present values. Thus, during a cost-benefit analysis, all
cash flows, from both costs and benefits in the future, need to be converted to values in
the present. This conversion is carried out by discounting the cash flows by a discount
rate. The latter represents the rate at which we are willing to give up consumption in
the present in exchange for additional consumption in the future.

This is the basis of the net present value methodology which requires that all pos-
itive and negative contributions (or cash flows) due to an investment are evaluated on
the same financial basis. In other words, all measures involved in the decision need to
be expressed in a monetary form.

The well-known formula for the NPV is shown in Eq. (2) where Rt represents
the net (positive or negative) flow in year t. This value is obtained as the difference
between the benefits and the costs associated to the safety measure in a specific year.
The discount factor also known as opportunity cost of capital (i.e. the rate of return
that could be earned on an investment in the financial markets with similar risk) is
represented by the letter i.

NPV =

n∑
t=0

Rt

(1 + i)t
=

n∑
t=0

Bt − Ct

(1 + i)t
(2)
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The terms Bt and Ct represent respectively the benefits (positive cash flow) and
the costs (negative cash flow) achieved/incurred in time t. The reader is referred to
Campbell and Brown [4] for more details.

An investment project is recommended when the total NPV of all cash flows is pos-
itive, and an investment project is usually rejected when the NPV is negative. Applied
to operational safety, the NPV of a project expresses the difference between the total
discounted present value of the hypothetical benefits and the total discounted present
value of the safety costs. A positive NPV for a given safety investment indicates that
the project benefits are larger than its costs.

It is evident that the cash flows, due to prevention costs and certainly hypothetical
benefits, may be uncertain. Different approaches can be used in this regard. The cash
flows can for example be expressed as expected values, taking the uncertainties in the
form of probabilities into consideration, and also increasing the discount rate to out-
weigh the possibilities for unfavorable outcomes. It is also possible to take into account
uncertainties by using scenario analyses and thus estimating cash flows for different
scenario cases (e.g. worst-case and most credible case) and adopting a disproportion
factor as done in the remainder of the paper.

3.2. The concept of the disproportion factor

In the literature, the disproportion factor is sometimes referred to as the gross dis-
proportion to reflect an intended bias in favor of safety. In the remainder of the paper,
without loss of generality we will consistently use the term disproportion factor with
the same meaning of the gross disproportion factor to avoid confusion and for the sake
of legibility. One of the first attempts to establish a procedural manner to derive a
value for the disproportion factor associated to specific risk reduction measures is due
to Goose [11].

The so-called proportion factor (PF) indicates the ratio of the costs to the benefits.
The PF can then be compared with the numerical value of the disproportion factor (DF)
in order to determine whether the risk reduction measure is “grossly disproportionate”
or not. More specifically, there is disproportion, when the costs of a potential safety
measure grossly exceeds the value of the safety benefits obtained when the measure is
implemented, as in Eq. (3):

PF =
Costs

Benefits
> DF (3)

Concerning the range of values that this factor can take, DF is necessarily greater
than 1 because otherwise it would mean a bias against safety (or in favor of “un-
safety”). According to Goose [11], the value of the DF is rarely over 10 and should
never be higher than 30.

Theoretically, the DF is higher when the risk increases and is infinite when the risk
level reaches the intolerable region (situated higher than the ALARP region), meaning,
in fact, that the risk must be reduced no matter the cost. A scheme of calculation has
been suggested by Goose [11], using three terms, called the “how factors” referred to
as “how bad”, “how risk” and “how variable”. These factors are computed starting
from the following values: (a) The sum of the failure rates, expressed in events per
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year (
∑

FR). (b) The expectation value (EV ) which is sometimes also called Potential
Loss of Life and represents the average number of casualties expected per year. (c) The
maximum potential fatalities (NMAX ), which are the worst case scenario concerning
the number of fatalities for a single event. (d) The ratio of EV to

∑
FR, representing

the average number of fatalities per event (Nav).
There are different calculation models among which Goose [11] suggests to calcu-

late the three “how” factors as follows:
The “how bad” factor represents the effect of Nav = EV∑

FR , the average number of
fatalities per event, on the DF:

How bad = log10(Nav) (4)

The “how risky” factor represents the effect of EV , the expectation value, on the DF:

How risky = log10(10
5 · EV ) (5)

The “how variable” factor represents the effect of the ratio Nmax

Nav on the DF:

How variable = log10(
Nmax

Nav
) (6)

The DF is then computed by summing the “how” factors and adding 3 (dimensionless)
to this product:

DF = log(Nav) + log(105 · EV ) + log(
Nmax

Nav
) + 3 (7)

In the following, we present a formula to derive the value of the DF which makes
the net present value of a safety investment equal to zero. Using the results of such
simulation exercise it is possible to compare alternative safety measures. Moreover,
given the limitations and restricted understanding of the 3 how factors it is important
to judge whether the DF associated to each safety measure “behaves” in a reasonable
way.

3.3. Quantitative assessment by using the DF

With every safety investment three main features are associated, as shown in Ta-
ble2.

Symbol Description

e Effectiveness of the safety investment expressed as a per-
centage

M Initial cost of the safety investment including the instal-
lation expressed in a specific currency

m Yearly recurring cost expressed as a percentage of the ini-
tial investment’s cost M

Table 2: Features associated to a safety investment to be evaluated
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The cost of a safety investment can be divided into M , corresponding to the initial
investments (e.g. purchasing cost of new equipment and materials directly related to
the intervention†) and m, the yearly recurring costs due to maintenance, energy costs,
yearly equipment, depreciation and interest expenses, material, training costs, etc.

The safety investment is evaluated considering a time horizon n that should be
defined by the investor. More specifically the time horizon should be compatible with
the asset life of the safety measure to be analyzed. In other words, within n years,
the safety investment is supposed to maintain its effectiveness, without any significant
deterioration of its performance.

In order to assess the financial impact of a safety investment, Eq. (2) is adapted
to the evaluation of the cost/effectiveness of a safety measure by explicitly including
the disproportion factor DF . More specifically, the investment is represented by the
cost of the safety measure to be evaluated (M ). This cost is supposed to be entirely
sustained in the initial year (year 0) when the investment needs to be evaluated. Due
to the characteristics of the measure, yearly recurring costs (due e.g. to maintenance
activities) might be required over the time horizon in which the investment is evaluated.
These recurring costs are needed to maintain the functionality of a safety measure and
keep its effectiveness at its initial level. These costs are expressed as a percentage of
the measure’s initial cost and assumed to be sustained starting from year 1 until the
time horizon n in which the investment is evaluated. Therefore, the cost value Ct to be
considered in the formula of the NPV assumes the form shown in Eq. (8).

Ct =

{
M, if t = 0

M ·m, otherwise
(8)

On the other side, the hypothetical benefits are quantified as the monetary savings
which can be achieved if the disruptions caused by an accident, that might happen with
probability p, are avoided or mitigated thanks to the safety investment which has been
pursued†

To quantify the savings, the basic notion of risk is used. As defined by CCPS (Cen-
ter for Chemical Process Safety) [5], risk can be seen as an index of potential economic
loss, human injury, or environmental damage, that is measured in terms of both the in-
cident probability and the magnitude of the loss, injury, or damage. The risk associated
with a specific (unwanted) event can be expressed as the product of two factors: the
likelihood that the event will occur (p) and its consequences (V ) considering both fi-
nancial and human aspects. A risk therefore is an index of the “expected consequence”
of the unwanted event. Two types of losses (financial loss f and human loss h) are
considered in Eq. (9) to quantify the value of V (see [26] for more details) where c rep-
resents a factor translating human loss into financial terms. The term c is also known
as the Value of a Statistical Life (VSL). Its value depends on a variety of econometric
issues which are different from country to country, as well as several factors related

†This also includes planning, preparation and installation. The initial costs for training, implementation
and adaptation are also included in the initial investment.

†We assume that safety investments may include one or multiple safety measures.
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to the business sector, the age, the socio-cultural conditions and lifestyles of the per-
sons potentially affected by a fatality. For more details about the VSL, readers are
referred to [32]. It has been proved that the VSL can significantly influence final deci-
sions about the safety measures to be adopted to prevent major accidents. Therefore,
during the decision making process it is recommendable to perform several sensitivity
analyses assuming different levels of VSL or, in alternative, assessing various accident
scenarios as shown in Section 5.

V = f + c · h (9)

Moreover, the risk aversion of a decision-maker towards a high consequence acci-
dent scenario can also be considered by using Eq. (10) where a indicates the risk atti-
tude of the decision-maker as shown in Table 3. For instance, a risk-seeking decision-
maker has a tendency to renounce or postpone in the future investments in safety, be-
cause he/she considers the likelihood of a HILP accident to be so low. Together with
the DF, the risk factor a can be used as a parameter to balance the risk awareness of the
decision-maker as a way to incentive investments in safety. The DF is used to quantify
“how many times the benefits from risk reduction are more important than the related
costs” according to the decision-maker, while the risk aversion factor measures his/her
aversion in accepting severe accidents.

R = p · V a (10)

Table 3: Attitude of the decision-maker towards risk

a Description

< 1 Risk-seeking attitude of decision-maker
1 Risk-neutral attitude of decision-maker
> 1 Risk-averse attitude of decision-maker

Assuming that a safety investment, whose effectiveness is represented by the letter
e, is adopted, then the risk of an accident can be decreased. In fact, the probability of
an accident that might trigger consequences estimated to be equal to V , can be lowered
due to the safety investment as in the following formula:

Rwith−measure = (1− e) · p · V a (11)

Supposing that no safety investment is implemented to prevent a potential accident,
its expected risk is measured by Eq. (10). Therefore, the profit of having a safety
measure can be quantified as the marginal savings that can be obtained compared to a
“no investment” basic case. More specifically, the marginal savings are represented by
the avoided expected losses in case of accident due to a lower overall risk. In Eq. (12)
the marginal gain is shown.

Rno−measure −Rwith−measure = p · V a − (1− e) · p · V a = e · p · V a (12)
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Finally, assuming that the safety investment allows to decrease the risk of accidents
during a fixed time horizon whose length is n, the total effect of the safety measure on
the risk reduction can be estimated by multiplying the probability p by n†. As a result
the potential benefits quantified in the year 0 assume the form reported in Eq. (13).

B0 = e · p · n · V a (13)

In light of this, the term Bt in Eq. (2) assumes the following value:

Bt =

{
e · p · n · V a, if t = 0

0, otherwise
(14)

4. Decision model

During the Risk assessment phase, risk experts should analyze the features of a
system that might potentially be affected by a HILP accident. Accident types should
be investigated to assess their possible consequences.

These consequences can be estimated from a financial point of view, as described
before. The probability of the accident scenario represents another parameter to be
estimated.

From this information, a quantification of the expected risk associated to the ac-
cident scenario is determined. In Figure 1, we propose a decision model that can be
followed within an organization to assess, evaluate and decide about a safety invest-
ment regarding an accident scenario.

As can be seen in Figure 1, this risk assessment approach serves as an input for
both a technical and a financial assessment. These phases can be executed in parallel,
based on the findings of the previous step. The technical assessment is focused on
the definition of the most suitable safety investments, based on the threats that might
affect the system. A list of investments available on the market is produced and for
each of them some basic features are determined (e.g. installation cost, maintenance,
effectiveness, duration). Moreover, some of the available investments might not be
compatible, from a technical point of view, with the system to be protected. For this
reason the incompatible measures should be discarded from the following steps of the
analysis.

Furthermore, the goal of the Financial assessment is to define the safety budget that
might discard some of the safety investments being too expensive. Moreover, some of
the parameters used to estimate the benefit of safety investments need to be defined,
such as the discount rate and the time horizon to analyze the investment. Evidently,
the time horizon should be compatible with the duration of the safety investment being
considered.

For every feasible safety investment, an evaluation is subsequently performed to an-
alyze its financial impact and to determine the DF which makes the safety investment

†In other words p is the expected annual probability (or frequency) of an accident. By multiplying p by
n we implicitly assume that p remains constant every year.
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Figure 1: general scheme of the decision model

profitable. A specific configuration might be required by the financial and technical
assessment phase to evaluate the investment. This configuration provides specific in-
formation in terms of features of the selected safety investment, time horizon, discount
rate etc., which can be used to evaluate the investment. Moreover, several scenarios
can be analyzed by carrying out a sensitivity analysis whereby the consequences and
probabilities of accident scenarios are used as test parameters.

Therefore, the main goal of the Investment assessment is to evaluate the robustness
of the choice under different scenarios and assumptions. More specifically, different
configurations might be tested to explore how the DF associated to the safety measure
under investigation is affected if one of the test parameters changes. Sometimes, the
financial and the technical assessment needs to be reiterated to realign the technical
and the financial elements included in the decision model.

For each measure the proposed process can be repeated. In addition, other in-
vestments can be analyzed and compared with each other. In some cases, especially
for HILP accidents, where there is no consensus between risk experts, alternative sce-
narios, presenting e.g. higher or lower accident probabilities, might be considered.
Afterwards, the whole decision approach is repeated to assess the impact on the safety
investments to be selected. The final step is represented by the Decision making in
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which alternative investments are evaluated on the basis of elements such as the DF for
which the NPV is equal to zero. Supposing to have alternative investment options re-
quiring the same initial investments, the one presenting the lower DF is to be preferred
from a financial point of view. Different simulations can be carried out such as com-
paring measures given the same scenario (consequence and likelihood of an accident)
and/or configuration such as the time horizon.

5. Simulation on illustrative case studies

In this section some analyses are carried out to simulate the decision process that
can be followed while evaluating some real-life safety investments in realistic scenar-
ios. Section 5.1 describes the features of the safety measures and the values of the
main technical and financial parameters which are considered in some illustrative case
studies, while Section 5.2 provides some recommendations and explanations for the
outcomes of the simulation exercise.

5.1. Input information

The decision model described in Section 4 has been widely tested on realistic data
representing some of most used safety measures within chemical plants to prevent
and/or mitigate domino effects (see [16] for more details). More specifically, the safety
measures listed in Table 4 have been used to validate the decision model described be-
fore. The costs associated to these measures include all the initial costs (e.g. selection
and design costs, training and organizational changes), the installation costs (e.g. ma-
terial and purchase costs, start-up and equipment costs) and other costs related to the
safety of a large chemical plant (and all its critical installations) located in an industrial
area subject to domino effect accidents.

Table 4: Features of the safety investments
id Description M (in million euro) e

1 Concrete wall surrounding tank of 25 meter + sprinkler without additional foam 15 95%
2 Automatic sprinkler installation with additional foam 10 93%
3 Automatic sprinkler installation without additional foam 8 90%
4 Deluge system (water spray system opened as signaled by a fire alarm system) 4 86%
5 Fire-resistant coating 2 81%

A full factorial experiment has been carried out, testing the effects of the selected
safety measures on different scenarios (summarized in Table 5) and technical and fi-
nancial configurations (reported in Table 6).
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Table 5: Possible scenarios after the risk assessment
Type of accident

Vapor Cloud Explosions and Fires , BLEVE without chemical reactions, BLEVE with chemical reactions

Maximum estimated damages potentially triggered by the accident (V ) in million euro

0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10

Probability of the accident (p)

10−4, 10−5, 10−6, 10−7, 10−8

Risk aversion (a)

1.3, 1.35, 1.4, 1.45, 1.5, 1.55, 1.6

Table 6: Tecnical and finantial parameters
Discount rate (i)

1%, 2%, 3%

Yearly recurrence cost (m)

1%, 3%, 5%, 10%,

Time horizon (n)

5, 10, 15, 25

5.2. Results and recommendations

A sensitivity assessment was performed using both the outcomes of the risk assess-
ment and the test parameters (including the consequences and the probabilities of a
potential accident) to evaluate possible safety investments.

The analysis is carried out by fixing some of the parameters decided during the
risk, financial and technical assessments and analyzing the influence of the remaining
parameters, which are free to be changed) on the DF. In the remainder of the paper, if
not expressly mentioned, the basic parameters setting summarized in Table 7 has been
adopted to produce the graphs.

Parameter Value

Risk attitude (a) 1.45
Yearly recurring cost (m) 3%
Time horizon (n) 25
Discount rate (i) 2%
Probability of accident (p) 10−5

Table 7: Basic parameters setting used in the simulation

In Figure 2, five safety investments are assessed based on the calculated DF whereby
the NPV equals zero and considering three different accidents scenarios, and hence
three hypothetical benefits (that is 2, 5 and 10 million euro). In fact, in many real-life
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decisions, in order to deal with the uncertainties associated to the value of V (the conse-
quences of a potential accident), decision-makers should consider several accident sce-
narios, hence assuming different sensitivities, under which assessing alternative safety
measures. From now on the value of the DF which makes the NPV equal to zero is
denoted by DF0 to avoid confusion and simplify the reading.

As expected, measure 5 (i.e. “fire resistant coating” see Table 5) presents a lower
DF0 because the investment it requires is lower compared to the other measures. There-
fore, from a point of view of an investor, the benefits are more proportionate to the
costs. With reference to measure 1 a higher DF0 needs to be used to justify the selec-
tion of this measure that nevertheless has a higher effectiveness to prevent and mitigate
major accidents. As shown in Figure 2, when the potential benefits of preventing ma-
jor accidents increase, the DF0 values associated to the different safety investments
decrease. This result is justifiable from a decision-maker’s perspective because invest-
ments are more proportional to potential savings.

It should be noted that sometimes cheaper safety investments imply the use of sim-
ple safety measures (e.g. measures 4 and 5 in Figure 2) which might not be viable
options for major accidents due to technical and safety reasons (e.g. a reduced ef-
fectiveness to prevent major accidents). Therefore, these options should be discarded
during the risk assessment phase, while considering catastrophic accident scenarios.
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Figure 2: DF0 associated to alternative measures, while evaluating different accident scenarios

5.2.1. Impact of different accident scenarios on the DF0

After having shortlisted the investments to be analyzed in the decision process, one
might consider to focus on a single investment to assess its robustness by studying the
relationship between the main features of the safety investments and the DF0. In this
way, alternative options can be better compared and assessed using a multidimensional
decision-making approach. For example, in Figure 3 a specific investment (in this
case option number 3 “Automatic sprinkler installation without additional foam”) is
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investigated using the parameter setting in Table 7. Assuming three different accident
scenarios (and thus three different values of hypothetical benefits), a simulation on
the relationship between the DF0 and the NPV is shown. As expected, the higher the
potential benefit, the lower the DF0 required to make the investment profitable.

Analyzing Figure 3 it is possible to see that the safety investment is justifiable from
a financial point of view only if the hypothetical benefits are greater than e2 million.
In fact, for minor accident scenarios (in this case hypothetical benefits lower or equal
to e2 million) the total costs of the investment can compensate the potential benefits,
only when assuming a disproportion factor greater than 30. Since disproportion factors
greater than 30 are generally considered by investors too high, the associated measures
do not represent reasonable investments from an economic perspective and thus they
should be ruled out when the accident scenarios, which may affect an organization, are
triggering “minor” consequences.

Considering accidents with a significant impact e.g. triggering damages equal to
e5 or e10 million, the measure presents a zero net present value for values of dispro-
portion factors equal to 10.9 and 4.0 respectively. Since, these values of disproportion
factors are below 30, and thus reasonable according to the study of Goose [11], the
measure represents a viable investment option to be considered by decision-makers in
case of major accidents.
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Figure 3: NPV and DF associated to different accident scenarios

In Figure 4 the impact of the probability of a potential accident is assessed. In
particular, the higher the probability, the lower the value of the DF0 that is needed to
make the investment profitable from a financial point of view. If the probability of the
accident is very low, the decision-maker will tend to avoid safety investments since
the hypothetical benefits are more uncertain and more disproportionate than costs. For
those reasons, a higher disproportion factor is required to stress the importance of safety
in case of HILP accidents.
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5.2.2. Impact of technical and financial parameters on the DF0

Focusing on a specific safety investment, the relationships between financial-technical
parameters and the DF0 can be further explored.

In Figure 5 the relationship between the yearly recurring costs and the DF0 is shown
for a specific safety investment (in this case measure number 2 “Automatic sprinkler
installation with additional foam”), while considering hypothetical benefits of e5 mil-
lion. The other technical and financial parameters are set to the values reported in
Table 7. As expected, the greater the yearly recurring costs, the higher the DF0 due to
increased sacrifices in safety required to a firm.
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A simulation considering also different time horizons, in which the safety measure
can maintain its effectiveness, has been performed. As shown in Figure 6 the longer
the time in which the safety investment can maintain its effectiveness before becoming
obsolete, the more attractive the investment is and thus the lower the DF0. In fact, the
shorter the time horizon, the higher the DF0 should be to make the investment desirable
due to a shorter time period for the return on investment.
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Figure 6: Relationship between the DF0 and the asset life for different value of maintenance cost

Still considering safety investment number 2, using the same accident scenario
analyzed before and freezing the remaining technical and financial parameters as in
Table 7, Figure 7 illustrates the relationship between the discount factor used to calcu-
late the NPV with the DF0. Figure 7(a) shows that the DF0 remains stable for different
values of the discount rate given a fixed time horizon. Moreover, the larger the time
horizon in which the investment is analyzed, the lower the DF0. As shown in Fig-
ure 7(b), the DF0 is not significantly affected by a variation of the discount factor as far
as this latter remains below a certain level. However, the DF0 can vary depending on
the maintenance cost that is considered. In addition, when the maintenance costs are
high, an increase in the discount factor can trigger a decrease of the DF0.

5.2.3. Impact of the risk aversion factor on the DF0

Finally the relationship between a decision-maker’s risk attitude and the DF0 can
be assessed. Figure 8 represents the evolution of the DF0 when the risk aversion factor
assumes different values for two different safety investments. Moreover, the lower
the potential benefit, the lower the DF0 that would be used by the decision-maker to
evaluate the investment (see Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b)).

As expected, the lower the investment required by a safety measures, the lower
the DF0 that is needed to make the safety costs proportional to the potential benefits.
When the value of a increases, it means that the decision-maker is more risk averse and
therefore he will be more inclined towards safety investments. Since both the discount
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factor and the risk aversion factor can be used as a bias in favor of safety, when the value
of a increases there is a reduced need to use the DF0 as an incentive for investments in
safety.
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6. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we presented a structured approach to carry out a quantitative cost-
benefit analysis for safety investments aimed at HILP risks. A disproportion factor
has been used to make safety costs comparable with the expected hypothetical benefits
that such investments might trigger due to accident prevention. A decision model is
presented showing a possible approach to assess and evaluate mid-long term safety
decisions considering technical, financial and risk management aspects.

The goal of the methodology is to define the level of disproportion factor which
makes the investment profitable from a financial point of view. The approach can be
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used to classify and rank alternative investments, rather than defining ideal levels of
disproportion factor which makes the safety investment profitable. These latter may
depend on several factors such as the type of industry, the type of accidents, the reputa-
tion of the organization, legal framework etc. However, to support the decision process
and the selection of the ideal safety investment to implement one should consider that
reasonable values of disproportion factor might lay in the range [1, 30]. In light of this,
safety investments with DF0 outside of this ranges are to be discarded. For this reason
the methodology presented in this paper can be used to shortlist and rank alternative
options and provide quantitative rationales for decision-makers to justify safety invest-
ments. Similarly to other financial indicators and ratios (e.g. NPV, Internal Rate of
Return), in which recommendations are provided to support decision-making, here we
suggest that assuming all safety investments requiring the same initial investment, the
alternative with the lowest DF0 falling in an interval which is considered reasonable
would be considered the best option from a financial point of view. Moreover, an orga-
nization should, in theory, undertake all safety investments with DF0 lower or equal to
1 when supported by available safety budgets.

A simulation has been performed, analyzing the relationships between the main
financial and technical parameters and the disproportion factor. This information can be
used by decision-makers to compare and analyze alternative safety investments which
can be effectively adopted to prevent and mitigate specific accident scenarios.

To conclude, the quantitative assessment of safety investments by using the dispro-
portion factor and the NPV represents a complex topic. Despite the sensitivity sim-
ulation approach proposed in this paper being quite flexible and easily adjustable by
the decision-maker, it represents a first attempt to introduce this topic in the literature.
Without any doubt the subject is highly relevant for the industry and the policy makers
and it deserves further study. Some of the issues that are worth to address within future
work refer to: (a) the accuracy of the data used in the model (i.e. How to include
uncertainty in the model? How to measure the effectiveness of a safety measure? How
the benefits from the community can be estimated?); (b) the methodological aspects
(i.e. What other models, different from the NPV, can be used?) (c) standards and best
practices based on the most reasonable values of the disproportion factor to be used
for different type of accidents (and its features such as risk, probability, consequences),
type of companies/industry and categories of safety measures.

While the first two aspects can be addressed from a more theoretical point of view,
the last item represents a challenging task due to a lack of statistical data based on
real cases and current practices from the industry. A better investigation of all these
aspects may certainly improve the overall safety level in the industry, creating at the
same time the conditions for governments or public institutions, to define enhanced
safety policies.
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